
High printing 
resolution of up to 
1200 dpi.

USB, network 
connectivity and Wi-Fi
as standard.

Compact design,
robust and quiet.

Maximum paper 
capacity of up to 850 
sheets.

If you’re looking for a fast, reliable and versatile A4 black and white printer, you really can’t go wrong with the ECOSYS 
P2040dn and P2040dw. Boasting fast first print times and speeds of up to 40ppm, duplex and network and Wi-Fi as 
standard* alongside high paper capacities these devices will simplify your workflows with ease. Not only that, these 
devices incorporate long-life, energy-efficient components, providing low Total Cost of Ownership and making them the 
reliable printers you would expect from KYOCERA, enabling you to remain productive at all times.

THE FEATURE-RICH A4
PRINT PROFESSIONALS

PRINT 

ECOSYS P2040dn
ECOSYS
P2040dw

*ECOSYS P2040dw only.

BLACK AND WHITE A4
DESKTOP PRINTER 

- P2040DN



A PRODUCTIVITY BOOSTER
THAT PAYS OFF

Duplex unit for cost-
saving double-sided
printing.

Dual scan document
processor supporting
A6 originals. 

1200 dpi printing
quality.

Compact design with
low-noise printing.

With print speeds of up to 40 pages per minute, short first print and copy times, and professional scanning features such
as simultaneous duplex scanning, these devices are ready to become key players in your office. With up to 7200 black and
white pages from one toner cassette and up to two optional paper feeders taking the paper capacity to up to 850 sheets,
it’s easy to see why they will fit into your workflow with ease. And as you would expect of any ECOSYS device, these multi-
function devices are extremely reliable, requiring little maintenance and boast a low total cost of ownership, meaning your
business remains productive and efficient. 

PRINT COPY SCAN FAX

ECOSYS M2040dn
ECOSYS M2540dn

BLACK AND WHITE
A4
MULTIFUNCTIONALS

- M2540DN



Duplex unit for cost-
saving double-sided
printing.

Print, copy, colour scan 
and fax* functionality 
as standard.

1200 dpi printing
quality.

Compact design with
low-noise printing.

Despite being the most affordable in our new ECOSYS series, the M2135dn and M2635dn are feature-rich and extremely
reliable. With 1200 dpi black and white print quality, duplex printing and gigabit ethernet, these devices are perfectly 
suited for demanding desktop users and small workgroups. These devices are also remarkably quiet and compact and 
can be easily customised to meet your demands, making them the ideal desktop companions.

*only ECOSYS M2635dn.

BLACK AND WHITE
A4
MULTIFUNCTIONALS

PRINT COPY SCAN FAX

ECOSYS M2135dn
ECOSYS M2635dn

GREAT RESULTS FOR SMALL
WORKGROUPS

- M2135DN / M2635DN



THE COLOUR PRINTER FOR
A COMPACT OFFICE 

Up to 26 A4 pages per 
minute in colour and 
black and white. 

Mobile printing support 
including AirPrint, 
Mopria, KYOCERA 
Mobile Print

1200 dpi printing
quality.

Wi-Fi and Wi-Fi
Direct* as standard**

Speed up your productivity with this compact and efficient colour printer. With high-performance print controllers, high-
yield toners producing up to 3000 colour pages and up to 1200 dpi image quality, you will be achieving brilliant colour
results in no time. Additionally, support for mobile print on Android and Apple devices, combined with wireless
connectivity ensure an optimised and flexible workflow, ideal for busy offices.

COLOUR PRINTER FOR
A4 FORMAT

*WiFi Direct enables a direct peer-to-peer connection between a smartphone or tablet and the printer.

**Only ECOSYS P5026cdw.

PRINT 

ECOSYS P5026cdn
ECOSYS
P5026cdw

- P5026CDN



Up to 30 pages per 
minute in A4 colour and 
black and white.

Long-life, low power 
components provide 
unbeatable energy 
efficiency and reliability.

Compact design with
full functionality.

First page print in less
than 6.5 seconds.

With low running costs and great functionality, this new printer is quick to respond to your commands
and your printing needs. This colour printer incorporates KYOCERA’s renowned long-life components,
which help to reduce waste and ensure exceptional levels of reliability. With up to five paper sources,
the printer allows for different media sizes and weights: up to 220g/m2. 

PRINT

ECOSYS P6230cdn 

A4 COLOUR PRINTER 

SMALL FOOTPRINT:
BIG IDEAS

- P6230CDN



High Productivity
At Your Disposal

ECOSYS P3145dn

A4 Monochrome printer

45 ppm for A4 and 62 ppm for A5

1200 x 1200 dpi resolution

Highly productive and affordable: The ECOSYS P3145dn is a very capable
desktop mono printer aimed at workgroups. With a 500-sheet A4 paper tray
as standard, 45 pages per minute print speed and a time to first printed page
of just 5.3 seconds, heavy workloads are handled with 
ease. Long-life components, enhanced power management and ease of
recycling built-in enable the ECOSYS P3154dn to keep running costs and
environmental impact extremely low. 

- P3145DN



MULTI-TALENTED
COLOUR PROFESSIONAL 

Up to 26 A4 pages per 
minute in colour and 
black and white. 

Wireless* and mobile 
print support including 
AirPrint, Mopria and 
KYOCERA Mobile Print.

4.3 inch touch screen
for easy operation.

High security through
SSL, IPsec and Private
Print Functionality.

This top of the range device combines the best colour quality with low running costs. It simplifies your workflow with ease
thanks to its dual scan document processor, 4.3 inch touch screen and multiple program keys. Not only that, high yield
toners with up to 3,000 colour pages offer unrivalled low total cost of ownership. Rest assured, this is the ideal multi-
talented colour professional for your business.

*Only ECOSYS M5526cdw.

COLOUR
MULTIFUNCTIONALS FOR
A4 FORMAT

PRINT COPY SCAN FAX

ECOSYS M5526cdn
ECOSYS M5526cdw

- M5526CDN / M5526CDW



THE FEATURE-RICH MULTI-
TALENTED PERFORMER

Wi-Fi, Wi-Fi Direct** and 
mobile print support 
including AirPrint and 
Mopria.

HyPAS™ solution 
platform* enables 
powerful customisations.

4.3 inch (10.9 cm) 
touchscreen for 
improved usability.

Compact design with
low-noise printing.

The M2640idw marks the very best of our new ECOSYS series, combining outstanding performance with a vast array of
features. It connects with almost all smartphones, supports Wi-Fi Direct** and can be controlled intuitively from a 4.3
inch touch panel. But what really sets the M2640idw apart is its HyPAS operating system that enables you to utilise
business- specific applications that will further optimise your workflow.

BLACK AND WHITE
A4
MULTIFUNCTIONAL

*SD card and additonal RAM requested to run solutions.

**Wi-Fi Direct enables a direct peer-to-peer connection betwen smartphones or tablets and the MFP.

PRINT COPY SCAN FAX

ECOSYS M2640idw

- M2640IDW



 ECOSYS P3155dn

 A4 Monochrome printer

1200 x 1200 dpi resolution

55 ppm for A4 and 82 ppm for A5

Reliable Printing 
Exceeding 
Expectations
Designed for the high-volume user the ECOSYS P3155dn is perfect 
for sharing in large workgroups. This high productivity tool will sit on 
your desktop and power through heavy workloads delivering the first 
printed page in just 4.5 seconds with the rest following at an impressive 
55 pages per minute. Equipped with advanced power management, a 
25,000 page toner and long-life image drum the ECOSYS P3155dn will 
deliver maximum uptime and minimum running costs. 

- P3155DN



RUN YOUR BUSINESS WITH
 EASE AND CONFIDENCE

Up to 35 pages per 
minute in A4 in colour 
and black and white. 

HyPAS™ solution 
platform enables 
powerful customisations.

 7”full-colour touch 
panel with home screen 
provides ease of use.

Long-life, low power 
components provide 
unbeatable energy 
efficiency and reliability.

These new A4 colour devices are designed to enable medium and large-sized workgroups, offering
both reliability and fast output speeds. The convenient touch panel provide simple, direct access to the
machine’s numerous functions. Dedicated program keys and KYOCERA’s open solution platform
HyPAS™ can help further optimise your document workflow.

PRINT COPY SCAN FAX

ECOSYS M6235cidn and
ECOSYS M6635cidn

A4 COLOUR MULTIFUNCTIONAL 

- M6235CIDN / M6635CIDN



PRINT COPY SCAN FAX

ECOSYS M3145dn and
ECOSYS M3645dn

A4 BLACK AND
WHITE
MULTIFUNCTIONAL 

ALL-ROUND PRODUCTIVITY
AT ITS BEST

Increased productivity 
with 45 pages fast 
paced print output.

Long-life components 
provide unprecedented 
efficiency and reliability.

Compact design with 
double-sided-print, 
copy, and scan.

Low power consumption
saves energy with every
print.

These MFPs are made for any team that needs high levels of versatility and productivity. Featuring print
speeds of 45 ppm, the additional features of double-sided scanning and copying as well as the
integrated file compression function mean that these devices are ready to adapt to your changing
needs. Thanks to their long-life components, these MFPs can achieve exceptionally low running costs
as well as the low environmental impact you have come to expect from a genuine KYOCERA MFP.

- M3145DN / M3645DN


